
Width 36" untrimmed

Roll Length 8 linear yards
sold in full rolls only

Fire classification ASTM E-84 Class A

Special Installation Instructions: This wallcovering contains metallic particles and will conduct
electricity. To avoid possible fire hazards or electric shock, wallcovering should not come in contact with
or extend into electrical outlet boxes or light switch boxes. Turn off all electricity to the room prior to
starting installation. For best results, the drywall surface should be finished to a level 4 prior to
installation and the material should be hung using heavy-duty clear adhesive. Never use a seam roller
directly on the surface of the wallcovering.
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UNIQUE WALLCOVERING

Product Use Advisory
This wallcovering contains metallic particles and will conduct
electricity. To avoid possible fire hazards or electric shock, wallcovering
should not come in contact with or extend into electrical outlet boxes
or light switch boxes.

This product is intended for use in buildings designed and maintained
to avoid moisture accumulation on or within walls, particularly in warm,
humid climates.

The construction that makes Aluminio wallcovering a beautiful metal
surface also renders it very low in permeability. Aluminio wallcovering
products should not be installed on walls that contain excessive
moisture or are subject to moisture infiltration. If mold or mildew is
present, or if the walls show moisture damage or have excess moisture
content, do not proceed with installation. Moisture infiltration and water
vapor in and behind the wall must be eliminated for proper
performance. In addition, the use of a mildew inhibitor in the primer is
highly recommended.

After installation, the walls and wallcovering should be monitored for
potential moisture or water vapor infiltration and accumulation. Any
such infiltration or accumulation after installation must be
promptly eliminated.

Backing Paper

Facing Metal

Special Notes As with all natural, hand-made
wallcovering, color variation is normal. Avoid
direct or brightly reflected sunlight. Not
guaranteed against fading or color change.

aluminio

Aluminio wallcovering, by nature,
is impermeable
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please call for larger samples



aluminio installation 

Inspect goods carefully. Additional rolls from this dye-lot may not be available. No returns on cut goods.

Confirm that you have the correct color and wallcovering before installing.

No claims allowed for labor charges or consequential damages under any condition.

Wallcovering can display certain irregularities which are inherent to the manufacturing process.

Preparation

This is a natural product. Color variation is normal. Please carefully grade for color flow before installing. 

Prepare wall with oil-based flat primer to mirror smoothness. Primer may be color blended to match 
wallcovering. DO NOT paint primer too thick, so moisture from paste can evaporate. Walls must be 
completely dry before hanging.

Adhesive

Use pre-mixed, heavy-duty, clear vinyl paste, e.g. Shur-stik 780. It will take time, up to one week, for 
adhesive to completely dry out.

Installation

Trim with a very sharp razor blade.

Make sure paste is spread evenly and adequately over entire back of wallcovering.

Apply paste thicker to edges to avoid seams opening.

DO NOT fold after pasting, as the creases may be difficult to smooth out.

Smooth with a soft brush. DO NOT rub face of paper with a stiff brush.

Immediately wipe off excess paste with a soft, damp cloth and then with a dry cloth.

Never use a roller directly on the surface of the wallcovering.

Booking Time

It is essential to allow wallcovering sufficient relaxing time to avoid bubbling, shrinking and seam opening. 
Allow the paste enough time to soak (relax) into a sheet before hanging. Usual relaxing time is 5-10 
minutes. Do a small test strip to determine the proper relaxing time.

Note

Avoid excessively soaking paper. Do not pull panels once they have been placed on the wall. Either of these 
may cause seams to open during drying. 

Avoid direct or brightly reflected sunlight. Not guaranteed against fading or color change.

Cleaning

Materials can be cleaned with a soft, moist cloth. Do not scrub, use any chemicals or any abrasive cleaning 
agents on these natural materials.




